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March 2019 KDMC events
25 March - Annual General Meeting
Kilton Inn 8.15pm

Jeff Gray

April 2019 KDMC events
1 April - Navigational Scatter
David Ward / Julian Broadhurst

Macclesfield area.

8 April - Police Collison Investigations
Presentation by Steve Binns
Kilton Inn 8pm
James Atkinson

29 April - Grass Auto test
Details to be announced

My thanks to: Mark Adams, Phil Bateman, Roger Hopkins, Mike Lawson, Tony North (cover
photo), Norman Robertson, Les Sharp, Lee Skilling, Mike Timmins who have all contributed to
this edition.
Please email your contributions for the April Bulletin to Bulletin@knutsfordmotorclub.co.uk
by 26 March at the latest. The next Bulletin will be published on 31 March. Please let me have
photos to go with the articles.
Mike Harrison
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FROM THE HOT
SEAT

CHAIRMAN'S BIT
March 2019

Mike Lawson. Chairman

February highlighted everyone is getting into
the routine of our regular social evenings on
the 2nd Monday of the month, please try and
join as it has the effect of encouraging others
to come along too…a virtuous circle!
What’s more at the last ANWCC meeting a
vote was taken on the quarterly ANWCC
meeting staying with a Tuesday evening in
order to not clash with KDMC’s social night on
the 2nd Monday of each month. So, thank you
to ANWCC for the kind gesture.

The highlight of our Social year is the Awards Dinner, and this year an all new organising
team and venue. It was an excellent evening, what was particularly pleasing was how
many members and friends turned out to support the evening. Thank you everyone
who did and let’s hope it encourages those who were not sure or able to come this year,
to put it into their diary for next year.
I am sure further articles will be written on the event, including the vibrant after dinner
speech from Paul Woodford. There were so many people involved in putting on a ‘do’ of
this standard. I must however mention a few; Graham Raeburn as MC for the night, and
especially Mark Adams and Lee Skilling in really making sure everything happened to
such a high standard. Included in this must be a big thank you to Lee’s mum who
beautifully hand wrote everyone’s place names in gold! A lovely touch. To each of the
award winners’ congratulations on your success in 2018 and thank you for competing as
a KDMC member, and I wish you even more success in 2019.
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Unfortunately, the only award winner in the Lawson household was Jenny, (as ladies grass
champion). Which she has taken every opportunity to remind me. She says she intends to
compete in the Grass series again this year, although she may have something else
demanding her time.
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The Club’s competition calendar really gets underway with the Tour of Cheshire on 2nd
March, it was preceded by a very well supported Pre-ToC evening at the Kilton. With the
amazingly warm weather at the end of Feb let’s hope there are no weather surprises this year.
It is a tough time for Rally organisers with difficulty getting routes approved and enough
marshals to man controls. Unfortunately, we are already having to look at replacement events
particularly in the Road Rally championship, Richard Duddell as championship coordinator
along with our Comp Sec Mike Vokes are keeping an on-going watch, so again look at the
website for any notifications.
For my small part in the organization of the Pains Rally I can confirm how difficult it is to get
the agreement and co-ordination of all the different bodies and organisations that are
involved or must be consulted.
Turning to Stage Rallying on a
lighter and very much more
pleasant note it was good to get
out to watch two KDMC members
Steve Simpson and Dave Jackson
competing in the Jack Neal Stages
at Blyton and winning outright.
After a real ‘ding-dong’ battle over
10 stages with John Marshall in a
similar B13 Impreza. Steve started
the
Photo:
last
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Skilling 1 second behind and
emerged 1 second up. A really
great day which I think all those
who watched enjoyed, even in the
wind. How do they manage to
secure the cones at Blyton!!??.
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Unfortunately, Steve and Dave did not nominate the event for the KDMC stage championships
as the 3 previous nominations had been something of a Jinx.
Strictly speaking the Tour of Cheshire should be in next month’s bulletin, but as it is over
before I have finished this article I can highlight what again proved to be a fantastic event with
a slight tweak to the format with Oulton Park featuring strongly as a test venue. I would like to
say a really big thank you to Mike and Lorna Harrison and all the ToC organising team, and to
each and every KDMC member that got involved in one form or other. I am certain there will
be further articles on people’s own memories from ToC 2019
With the Club year getting ever busier from now on I hope to see you out and about with KDMC
Mike Lawson

Tour of Cheshire 2019
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2 March 2019
The 2019 weather was back to normal after the extreme 2018 'Beast from the East' forced
the postponement of our 2018 event to September 2018. We had a mixture of sunshine and
a few showers in the afternoon, but nothing to dampen the spirits of competitors and
marshals alike.
Over 80 crews set off into the Cheshire countryside from the Bickerton Poacher for 100
miles of regularity sections and 10 special tests including 5 at Oulton Park where the crews
had breaks for coffee, lunch and tea. Only a handful didn't get back to the after event mael
and presentations at the Bickerton Poacher.
A 'BIG' thank you, or should it be a big 'THANK YOU' to all the KDMC members who helped
with all the different aspects of the event: pre-event PR letter drops, signing on,
timekeeping at a test or road control, cone marshaling, results information shuffling. test
set up, clearing up after everybody, risk assessment preparation, website management,
stewarding, DSOs the list goes on and on. A fantastic effort by many people produced yet
another successful ToC.
A very special 'thank you' to Duncan Wild who really is my wing man on this.
Mike Harrison (ToC Clerk of the Course)
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Left, or right at the T junction ??
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Tour of Cheshire 2 March 2019

Clearly it was left !!
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A DSO's tale of the Tour of
Cheshire 2019!
I managed to visit all four locations and whilst I arrived too late to see you, Mike, I
saw all but the tailenders (78 > ) through every location, except location 2 where I
arrived up the chuff of car 3. I thought better of blasting past him only for him to
witness me erecting the DSO board as he arrived at the junction....
The only thing I observed with any regularity (!) was the enthusiastic driving of car X ,
the XXXX. He was noticeably quicker than any other driver through all locations. At the
final location he approached me completely on the wrong side of the road, round a
slightly curving lright hander... The presence of my discreet DSO board had no effect
whatsoever...!
A great day and a challenge to visit all four locations, which did require some spirited
driving – my progress slowed only by some puffing old rally cars as they had a day
out...!
The location at the Bulls Head was fun! A local backed into the car behind her at the
junction as she dithered about pulling out, went, then decided not to, so selected
reverse and shot backwards into the car behind. An almighty bang but no damage to
either car.
Then later a large Old English Sheepdog at the pub looking out of an upstairs window,
spotted another dog in the car park and decided to take the shortest route to get to
it... Yup, it jumped, its landing cushioned somewhat by the Qashqai parked below – now
renamed a Nissan Squashedcat... Fortunately the local vet was in the pub and the DSO's
car was parked next o the Nissan.
Ed- Whilst I missed all that fun at the Bulls Head I was amused to see when I
arrived, before all this happened, the homemade 3 by 4 white DSO board
affixed to its post with a diagonal tyre mark across it! Apparently it had just
been re-affixed after a passing arctic had blown it off and into the middle of A51
where somebody had driven over it.

A date for the diary !
If you have not heard Steve speak about accident investigations before you've
missed a real treat. Do come, it's a fascinating presentation not to be missed.

Tour of Cheshire 2019
What the competitors said..........
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" - absolutely superb rally - massive thanks to you, Lorna and your team for the huge effort you
must have put in to get another ToC into the Cheshire lanes six months after the 2018 event.
From noise test through to the final control (in a lay-by?) we had a great day. Each regularity
had its own challenges, from the intense multi junction affair on map 109 through to the final
tulip section where the long distance between landmarks made us work hard to get a decent
score, with almost no traffic on the regs all day. It’s always great to see folks out cheering us on.
Excellent test venues also, with their own challenges. We got caught out again at the muck
heap on Bolesworth and hesitated for too long at I-I and J-J before we could find the correct
route! "
"Thank you for organising such a terrific ToC again. We had a really great time right up until I
screwed up the nav on Reg H at Bolesworth". We will have to enter again next year as we are
still trying to get a good result after several years of snatching defeat from the jaws of victory".
"Your bulletin black spot did the trick though, caught out a few (16 out of 83) but not the
majority so pretty good job."

A year in the life of
our chief marshal
(PART 2)

With the summer break over it was back to KDMC marshaling matters.
In September I helped on the Club's Targa Rally. This was the first time I had helped on a
Targa and it was good to get involved and support Russ, who was chief Marshal for the event.
I acted as Russ’s driver as well as giving him advice and being there to help resolve issues as
required.
This was followed by the Tour of Cheshire at the end of the month where I was the Test
Commander at Oulton Park. This was the first time I had run a test at Oulton Park and we
had a smooth and incident free day.
As soon as I finished at Oulton it was home, repack the car and straight down to Wales for
WRGB 2018. Once again Steve had been asked to run the Gartheiniog stage and I was his
deputy.
This role involves supporting Steve from the minute he is appointed. I attend the planning
meetings with him and do the majority of the Admin work. I’m sure you can imagine how
much paperwork is involved as well as the management of the marshals. We have over 200
people marshalling on the stage and we have to allocate these to the various posts
beforehand. We have to try and look at the experience . Many of the marshals come back to
us year in and year out so this makes life a bit easier.

The week before we go to the event, we have to brief the Sector Officials using Webex, a
internet conferencing programme. During the event I work closely with the set up team to
ensure the stage is set up and meets the strict requirements that the events expects. For me
one of the more enjoyable parts is Recce Day where we get chance to talk to all the drivers
before they go through.
Of course the events covered in last month's article and WRGB only covers the main events I
am involved with. As I mentioned before we rely on many marshals and other events to
support us on the Plains and they in return ask us to support them. We have run stages on the
Cambrian and Rallynuts ( Severn Valley) for many years now and this year I was asked if we
would run a stage on the Woodpecker stages at the end of August. We agreed to do this and
then heard nothing until 6 weeks before the event!
I quickly put a plea for help out and thanks to our members and various teams from the other
events we soon had the required amount of manpower to run the stage. The week before the
event I received the setup notes which were a copy of hand drawn tulips !

When I took over as Chief Marshal I also inherited a small team of people that had supported
Steve and other Chief Marshals in the past. Some of these are still in the team but as more
and more regulations come in the team has grown to help us set up. When we go to Wales
we stay in the Red Lion in Dinas Mawddwy (Y Llew Coch ). One night the conversation turned
to having a name for the team and Llew Coch Stage Team was born!

Our family is growing.

We are having
a baby girl!
Hillary and Chris Johnson
are expecting their third child!

Anyway without these people my role would be a lot harder. They, along with many others,
are willing to stand outside in all sorts of weather and marshal events for us. This year we
have marshalled in every type of weather we could possibly get from snow to a heatwave!
We enjoy forest stages the most but also come out and marshal on events that we do not
necessarily enjoy but realise without marshals these events will not run. Not only do they
support me with the events but they also keep an eye on me and how my leg is doing. If
they see I am struggling they make me rest and won’t let me do anything that will be
difficult for me.

My health now restricts what I do, especially in the forests and they ensure that I don’t do
anything stupid! They also realise that I get frustrated and annoyed that I can't do things
and allow me to let off steam every now and again. Lee Skilling is also part of the team and
I’m sure he’ll agree with me that they are a fantastic bunch and we are both so grateful for
the support and friendship they give us.

My plea to you all is please come out and help us!
We would love to see you at any event, so if you can only spare 2 hours on a Monday Night
autotest or more time at other events we will welcome you, show you what is required and
help you enjoy yourself.
Finally may I wish you all the best for the 2019 KDMC season and look forward to seeing
you on the events.
Mike Timmins
Chief Marshal

I think its fair to say that the difficulties we faced organising the 2018 Plains can be
described as character building and while the whole organising team were looking
forward to a much easier 2019, its now clear that we are in for another challenging few
months…
Things got off to a frustrating start; the forest allocation documents had to be with the
MSA (they hadn’t rebranded yet…) by the end of May (2018), and they were, although I did
have to complete two sets of forms; my first form included all the forests that I could think
of, to enable a bit of mixing and matching, and hopefully come up with an event that
would work and meet our obligations to all of our Championships in terms of stage
mileage.
With the first attempt rejected, the second attempt consisted of just one set of stages:
Dyfnant, Aberhirnant and Llangower. So, forest allocation sorted for the anniversary date,
then an opportunity to change date, to the first weekend in June presented itself.
While every reasonable effort was made to secure a date change, the attempt was
ultimately thwarted, and we started to plan how we would run our new stages on 11th
May.
By early November, we had conducted a stage survey, and had a plan in mind. Plan A was
to run a stage in Dyfnant, followed by a stage in Aberhirnant, a quick hop across the road
for a stage in Llangower followed by a trip to Dolgellau for service. After service,
competitors would tackle a second stage in Dyfnant and Aberhirnant and then back to
the finish. So far, so good, perhaps too good…

During December and early January, I was in consultation with Motorsport UK about the
possibility of running virtual chicanes rather than physical chicanes, and good progress
has been made although the fine detail hasn’t quite been bottomed out, hopefully by the
time I write my next update they will be.
Early January also saw me completing the Woodlands and You application required by
NRW and lodging it, and proposed stage maps with them.
And this is when our new set of challenges began… Unfortunately, there’s a confirmed
outbreak of phytophthora ramorum (Larch Disease) in Llangower, so while we must wait
on the results of a plant health survey and resulting decision later in the spring, I have for
now rearranged the running order of our stages and Llangower will now be the last stage
of the day.
Still nothing like the problems faced last year but then… Yes, more bad news arrived.
Unfortunately, after twenty-years or so of using the Farmer’s Mart at Dolgellau for our
service area, its not available. A new service area is being sought, and we will secure one,
but I fear the road mileage on this year’s event is going to be significant!
Fortunately, it’s not all bad news. For 2019, in addition to our traditional Championships,
the Plains will also be a qualifying round of: The Maxxis Tyres 2019 Motorsport UK English
Rally Championship, 2019 West Wales Rally Spares HRCR Stage Masters Challenge and
FMP Challenge. Hopefully with the inclusion of these new Championships, and
permission to run a split field, the event should see an uplift in entries. That’s all for now,
more news next month.
Les Sharp

Roger Hopkins completes his review of the
ANWCC Championship 2018 results

Last month Roger looked at why we might not have obtained a hat trick of results
in the ANWCC inter club championships and highlighted the success of some of
our Club members who had registered in the 2018 ANWCC Championship. This
month he reports on the successes of the remaining registered contenders.

David Goodlad
David is one of the KDMC members who participates in more than one discipline as he
used a Mini Clubman for Autotests and in addition he can be found at Sprints &
Hillclimbs in his Renault Clio 172. Needless to say he is very competitive, so much so that
very often he is the overall winner of the KDMC Challenge Championship which was
previously known as the KDMC Off-Road Championship.
In 2018 David competed in Autotests using his Mini Clubman which resulted in 1st in
Class A - Very well done.
In addition to throwing the
Mini Clubman around in
Autotests David finished 4th
overall in Class SB of the
Hillclimb Championship in his
Renault Clio 172 – 1st Overall in
Category S.
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David also finished 9th Overall
in the Sprint & Hillclimb
Championship in the Renault
Clio 172.

Finally, David must be congratulated for the fact that in the Allrounders Championship
[Qualification by starting 3 disciplines], he finished 6th Overall, followed by James
Williams in 7th Overall & Andy Williams in 8th Overall – Great for KDMC a hat-trick!

Roger Hopkins completes his review of the
ANWCC Championship 2018 results

Rich Harrison
Rich has been using an MGB GT for Historic Rallying for about 13 years. The original car
was bright red, however a couple of years ago it was written off on the Tour Of Cheshire
when he was hit from behind by another competitor also in an MGB GT. It did not take
Rich very long to find a replacement car which was a few years younger and the price
was right, so all the competition components were swapped over to the new car, so now
Rich along with Peter Boyce can be seen regularly competing on HRCR Clubman Events
in an MGB GT which is not quite orange and not quite brown, but the seats are very
distinctive as they look as though they started life as deck chair covers, but Rich & Peter
are both very competitive and enjoy their rallying to the utmost.
Rich was the Runner-up in the 2018 ANWCC Historic Rally Championship, even though
his Co-driver / Navigator was Champion Overall Navigator – another fine achievement!
In the last few months Rich has also purchased a Mk 1 Golf GTI which he also plans to
use on a regular basis for Historic Car Rallies as well as some Car trials [formerly known
as Production Car Trials].
In November 2018 Rich entered the “RAC Rally Of The Tests” with Peter Boyce and early
December they successfully took the Golf GTI from Lands End to John O’Groats
affectionately known as “LEJOG.” Both Peter & Rich are Senior Citizens however they still
love rallying and everything that goes with it.(Ed- That will be the wine then!)
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Roger Hopkins completes his review of the
ANWCC Championship 2018 results

Mike Lawson
Our Club Chairman Mike Lawson has competed in various types of motorsport over the
years, however he now has a couple of vehicles which he uses for competition and in
addition he sometimes borrows / steals cars from other members of the family as and when
required, which means that sometimes he drives his wife’s MINI in Autosolos plus daughter
Jen’s Suzuki Swift & more recently a Renault Clio which has been acquired so that he can
compete in the ANWCC Sprint & Hill-climb Championship as well as scoring points in the
ANWCC Inter-Club Championship.
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In 2018 Mike finished 12th Overall in Class SB of the Hillclimb Championship in the Suzuki
Swift Sport as well as 4th Overall in Category S.
I think that once Mike learns how to drive the Renault Clio on the limit he will move up in
the results tables [watch out David Goodlad.]

Roger Hopkins completes his review of the
ANWCC Championship 2018 results

Colin Moreton
Colin is one of those guys who competes in the Autotest area with his bright red
Westfield being heard at any Autotests travelling backwards or forwards at maximum revs
which very often gives him excellent results. If I remember correctly he was overall
champion last year in the ANWCC Autotest Championship,
This year Colin did very well indeed once again to finish 1st in Class E & third overall.
On top of that Colin was second Senior in the Autotest Championship beaten only by Dave
Evans who was not only Champion Autotester but in addition 1st Senior.

Christopher [Chris] Low
Chris has had quite a busy year in various vehicles all of which are from the Dave Auden
stables. I understand that Chris works for M-Sport in West Cumbria and is married to Jane
Auden, so once they had started their family Chris was in a good position to take over
some of Jane’s Rallying activities / expertise. Using an MGB, an MGZR & a Lancer Evo VI,
Chris has navigated for Dave Auden & in addition Chris has driven all of the vehicles when
Dave wanted to navigate/ co-drive. The one who appears to have lost out is Jane but she
has been kept busy training / developing the next generation of drivers in the Auden
family.
Chris along with Dave, concentrated on the ANWCC Stage Rally Championship where
Chris was 31st Overall in the Drivers Category in the MGZR.
In the Forest Rally Championship Chris navigated both the Lancer Evo VI & the MGB. He
was 1st Novice in Class C & 1st Co-driver in Class E.
Chris gained another feather for his cap by Co-driving in the Historics where he finished
4th Overall & 1st Novice in the MGB.

Roger Hopkins completes his review of the
ANWCC Championship 2018 results

Noel Watson

Noel has had the Car Trials Championship to himself for the last 12 months as your truly has
been out of the game on medical grounds, however I am hoping that for 2019 I will be able
to do a few events to prove that I can still turn the wheel as well as get as far as possible up
the hills.
In 2018 Noel managed to finish 11th Overall in his Class driving a VW Golf TDI, which is very
good indeed considering that most of the field have been BTRDA PCT Champions many
times over the last 40 years, and the fact that Noel has done very little Motorsport at all in
the last 40 years, therefore he reckons that he has quite a lot of catching-up to do.

Roger Hopkins completes his review of the
ANWCC Championship 2018 results

Duncan Wild
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Rumour has it that Duncan is not doing as much motorsport as he used to (ED - not sure
Cherrie thinks this !) but he still has a fleet of competition cars all of which can be used at
relatively short notice, including an Austin Mini Cooper which is used on quite a few
Historic Rallies & an ABS Autotest Special, which Duncan has owned for many years, and
used to achieve more results than I can remember.
In the ANWCC Historic Road Rally Championship Duncan finished 3rd Overall in the Austin
Mini Cooper.
In the ANWCC Autotest Championship Duncan finished 4th Overall in his ABS Special
which was in fact 1st in Class D.

Roger Hopkins completes his review of the
ANWCC Championship 2018 results

Andy Williams
The Team Principal of Team Williams is Andy Williams [as opposed to Frank Williams], who
has had another successful year swopping seats between his Vauxhall Nova which he used
for the ANWCC Road Rally Championship & the Nissan Micra 1000 which he used for the
ANWCC Autosolo Championship.
On the rallying front Andy finished 17th Overall and 4th in Class. It does not matter what
Andy drives he is always quick but presently he is still ramping-up in the Nova so maybe
2019 will provide better results & even more points.
With regard to Autosolos Andy had yet another successful year in the 1000cc Micra which
goes flat-out everywhere on the tests. As a result of his efforts Andy was 2nd Overall in the
Autosolo Championship ie; Runner-up
Andy also finished 7th Overall in the Production Car Autotest Championship in the Nova.
Additional points were also scored for 8th Overall in the Allrounder’s Championship having
qualified by starting in 3 disciplines.
Finally by competing in
a car not exceeding
1000cc Andy was 3rd
Overall narrowly beaten
by son James who was
2nd in the 1000cc
category.
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Roger Hopkins completes his review of the
ANWCC Championship 2018 results

James Williams
According to the the ANWCC Championship Tables KDMC had 12 members registered for
the various Championships but according to my calculations we fielded 13 players in 2018
and last but far from least is James Williams who may not have as much competition
experience as his father [Andy] but he has definitely inherited Andy’s driving skills.
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To date James has competed in the Nissan Micra 1000 with excellent results in the Autotest
Championship, Production Car Autotest Championship & Autosolo Championship.
With regard to the Autotest Championship James finished 11th Overall and in the
Production Car Autotest Championship James was 5th Overall with 1st in Class C [Drivers 17
to 24 – Car under 1400cc – Nova]
In the Autosolo Championship James finished 5th Overall – 1st in Class A [Micra] & 1st Junior.
Finally it has to be recorded that James finished 7th Overall in the Allrounders
Championship [Qualification by starting 3 disciplines ] and 2nd Overall competing in a
1000cc car.
In 2018 James definitely had the edge on Andy!! Roll on 2019!!

Annual Awards Dinner & Presentation 2019
What a busy 6 months! And what a task!
The 23rd February 2019 saw the 61st KDMC Annual Dinner and Awards Presentation for
2018 Season.
The evening started at 10 am for a few of us when we had to go and meet in a secret
location to collect all the freshly engraved awards, so we loaded up the cars to bursting but
just as we were shutting the boots we heard a shout saying ‘hang on there is more’ little did
we know that the ‘more’ was a bottle of silver polish and some cloths – My heart sank to say
the least!
Well back home I went to pack the car with all the other things I needed for the evening
and also my suit etc. to get changed into when I finally got to the Premier Inn where I was
staying for the night.
I had arranged to get into Larkspur Lodge at around 12.30 to put up the banners and then
to set out the awards with Graham Raeburn & Mike Lawson from around 13:30 onwards,
Just as I was about to leave the house I got a call asking if I could meet on the A49 to
collect a raffle prize to which I of course said ‘yes’ as it was a very valuable prize. So after
meeting to collect this I headed off to Larkspur Lodge only to get there and realise that the
large printed table plan was sat in my hall ready to put in the car Doh! Anyway thought I
would have to sort that later!
So between us we set up at Larkspur lodge after all the awards had been polished, not that
I can take any credit for this, but must thank Mike, Graham and Helen for doing this as I ran
round like a headless chicken and not getting much done!
It took ages getting the awards set out in the correct order and looking good, so Helen &
Dominic made a sharp exit, as I had to go home to collect the table plan I could drop
Graham off on my way past.
I got home, was in and out, with the table plan this time and headed back off to the
Premier Inn at the Kilton, booked in to find I had been allocated a disabled room with pull
cords, sensors under the pillows flashing lights next to the alarm sounders, the bed as good
as on the floor so I couldn’t fall out – Normally I wouldn’t mind but I wasn’t even planning
on drinking! Anyway it was then in the shower, out of the shower and I was getting dressed
when I heard a very loud screeching alarm and lights started to flash all around my room
(the fire alarm I thought).

Annual Awards Dinner
2019
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So I set off in my nearly dressed state to get out of the building only to be met by a
member of staff saying ‘don’t worry sir I think it’s just steam from a shower’ at which
point I realised I had locked myself out of my room.
Once back in my room I finished getting ready and met in reception at the agreed
time with Paul Woodford and some others members and then headed off to
Larkspur lodge.
On arriving, I started to relax a little as most of the hard work had, by this time been
done - the room, tables and location looked and seemed great and people started to
arrive.
The evening went well, really well, and I must say a big ‘Well Done’ to all the Award
winners. We had great speeches from Alan Smith & Paul Woodford our guest
speaker told us all about his life and what he had done during it up to now. The food
was nice as were the staff at Larkspur Lodge and I believe a good evening was had by
all.
We had some great raffle prizes worth over £500 which I have thanked the donors
for.
During the evening we were chatting round the table and one person said how their
trousers had fallen off the hanger in the suit case and were all creased – they then
proceeded to tell us that they had the ingenious idea of how to sort them out – hang
them in the bathroom, put the shower on as hot as it will go and shut the door, thus
steaming them and the creases fell out, the only down side was, that the steam set
the fire alarm off – I then realised that this was the very same evening and that’s why I
had been running up and down corridors with limited amounts on!
I would like to thank everyone that has given us feedback regarding the Annual
Dinner both the good and the bad and be rest assured we have been in contact with
Larkspur Lodge regarding the bad and they assure us that the concerns will be dealt
with.
Also I would like to thank everyone who helped in any way to make the evening a
success but most of all YOU the members for coming to celebrate the success of our
award winners.

Annual Awards Dinner
2019
Photos: Lee Skilling

As I said earlier I was running round like a headless chicken and wasn’t taking much in, I
met one guest early on in the evening and never saw them again, don’t know where they
were sat or where they disappeared too.
Mark Adams

All the photos of the evening are already on the Club website if you fancy having a browse.
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